The following are pictures from the week ending in 11.29.19 in regards to the East/West Technology Buildings Renovations and Addition Project. As the project reaches the nearly 75% completion mark it has reached another milestone and that is the majority of the wall board has been installed, taped and mudded, and is being painted in both East and West Tech. There will be some more minor areas in both existing buildings that need to be completed, and with the new high ceiling in the addition the last task under this category to be finished. The finishing of the high ceiling is a significant portion of the project and will take at least a few weeks to complete as not only is the area expansive, but the logistics to complete the work rather a large undertaking with the coordination of not only all the trades but the scaffolding and the equipment as well. More painting will be completed in the West Tech portion of project and then onto the East Tech side as the project continues to see more and more finishes beginning to get installed as we push towards completion.

Photo #1 was taken in the East Tech basement where the contractors are shown placing the concrete around the new drainage line and sump crock. Photo #2 shows the completion of the wall board in the area of the reception desk in the tutoring area. This area received a solid ceiling (as opposed to ceiling tile) and serves as a transition from the open ceiling in the Tutoring and Computer Labs and the low ceiling of the adjacent corridor. Photo #3 is a mason installing new brick in area where an old window opens now opens onto the Academic Commons. Photo #4 highlights the progress of the installation of the fin tube supplemental heating system in the addition at the base of the clerestory windows.
Photo #5 shows the completed framing for the south end of the soffit and fascia for the addition. Photo #6 shows more of the progress of the finishing out the Co-Working Center in East Tech. With the completion of this area all of the wall board is nearly complete except a few minor areas that require some minor framing, etc. Photo #7 shows some of first areas of new framing in the addition at the lower level, and that is the new bulkhead that will run along the existing building (highlighted for reference). Photo #8 was taken to show some of the new lighting being installed up high in the addition in preparation for the wall board that will be installed over the now completed metal framing.